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Given a nite state ma hine denoting the spe i ation of
a system, nding some short intera tion sequen es apable to rea h
some/all states or transitions of this ma hine is a typi al goal in testing methods. If these sequen es are applied to an implementation under
test, then equivalent states or transitions would be rea hed and observed
in the implementation  provided that the implementation were a tually dened as the spe i ation. We study the problem of nding su h
sequen es in the ase where ongurations previously traversed an be
saved and restored (at some ost). In general, this feature enables sequen es to rea h the required parts of the ma hine in less time, be ause
some repetitions an be avoided. However, we show that nding optimal
sequen es for this ase is an NP-hard problem. We propose an heuristi
method to approximately solve this problem based on an evolutionary
omputation approa h, in parti ular river formation dynami s. Besides,
some experimental results are reported.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Testing onstru ted systems is an industrial ne essity in any IT developing proess. In parti ular, formal testing te hniques [7, 9, 2, 13℄ allow to perform testing
tasks in a systemati and (semi-)automati way. Thus, they redu e the dependen y on the inspiration of a on rete human tester. Let us remark that, in general, pre isely assessing the orre tness of an implementation under test (IUT)
requires testing an innite number of available behaviors. Thus, testers typi ally
refuse to pursue the ompleteness, that is, they do not aim at applying some
tests su h that observed results allow to pre isely determine whether the IUT is
orre t or not. Instead, some overage testing [15, 8, 5℄ riteria are pursued. For
instan e, given a spe i ation represented by a nite state ma hine (FSM), we
ould be interested in applying a test suite that allows to rea h, in the IUT, all
transitions or all nodes dened in the spe i ation (assuming that the IUT were
a tually dened as the spe i ation). Note that the IUT ould dier from the
spe i ation. In parti ular, rea hing a spe i ation onguration by following a
given path does not imply that the same onguration is rea hed in the IUT.
Therefore, a test suite that allows to rea h ea h spe i ation state or transition
by following a single path is not a omplete test suite in general. However, su h
an in omplete test suite ould dete t a high number of possible faults. Thus,
in omplete test suites an be very useful in pra ti e.
Several graph theory te hniques have been applied to nd short test sequenes allowing to rea h, at least on e, all states or transitions in an FSM spe i ation [1, 3, 14℄. In this paper we generalize testing methods allowing to rea h
⋆
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some/all FSM states or transitions to the ase where the tester an restore any
previous onguration of the system. Let us assume that the IUT is a software
system and the tester an save the omplete urrent onguration of the system
at any time. Then, at any subsequent time, the tester ould restore su h onguration and exe ute the system from that onguration on. In parti ular, after
restoring the onguration, she ould follow a dierent path to the one she followed the previous time. Noti e that, if ongurations an be saved/restored, then
the tester an use this feature to avoid repeating some exe ution sequen es. Thus,
by using this feature, some time assigned to testing a tivities ould be saved. Let
us note that saving/restoring the omplete onguration of a system ould be
time-expensive. In parti ular, these osts are similar to the osts of exe uting proess suspending and pro ess restoring operations in any operating system, whi h
in turn are due to opying the program state from/to RAM to/from hard disk,
respe tively. Thus, a testing te hnique using these features should take these
osts into a ount. For instan e, let us onsider the ( ost-weighted) FSM depi ted in Figure 1. The initial state is s1 and transitions are labelled by an input,
an output, and the time required to take the transition. Let us suppose transii3 /o3 /3

i5 /o5 /1

tions s3 −−−−−−−→ s1 and s4 −−−−−−−→ s1 are riti al, i.e. they must be tested.
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The intera tion plan s1 −−→
s2 −−→
s3 −−→
s1 −−→
s2 −−→
s3 −−→
s4 −−→
s1
overs these transitions at ost 5 + 4 + 3 + 5 + 4 + 2 + 1 = 24 time units. Let us
suppose saving/loading a previously traversed onguration osts 7 time units.
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Then, the intera tion s1 −−→
s2 −−→
s3 −−→
s1 −−−−−−−3→ s3 −−→
s4 −−→
s1
osts 5 + 4 + 3 + 7 + 2 + 1 = 22 < 24, so loading is preferable in this ase.
In general, saving/restoring operations should be used only when the ost of
repeating a path is bigger than the ost of saving and restoring a onguration.
Let us note that this is a tually the ase of many software systems that are
omputation-intensive but that do not use mu h memory (e.g. ontrol systems,
embedded systems, et ).
In this paper we present a methodology that, given (i) the ost of saving/
restoring a onguration; (ii) an FSM spe i ation expli itly denoting the ost
of performing ea h transition; and (iii) a set of riti al system ongurations
that are required to be observed, it returns a plan to sequentially intera t with
the system (possibly in luding saving/restoring operations) that allows to rea h
all riti al ongurations in a low overall time. As we will show, obtaining the
optimal intera tion sequen e is an NP-hard problem. Thus, we will provide a
heuristi method to approximate the optimal path. Let us note that an intera tion plan where saving/restoring ongurations are allowed (under a ertain
ost) is, in fa t, a plan where ea h save/restore point represents a bifur ation:
Initially, we will take a path, and then we will return to a previous point and

follow another path. We will prove that onsidering intera tion trees, instead
of intera tion sequen es, does not restri t the possibility to nd good paths. In
parti ular, we will show that, for all path σ , there exists an equivalent path that
an be represented by a tree, whi h implies that all loads of σ an be sorted in
su h a way that ea h load refers only to states appearing in the same bran h of
some tree. Thus, intera tion plans found by our method will not be represented
by a sequential path, but by a tree overing all riti al points. Hen e, our goal
will be nding a tree where the sum of the osts of all the transitions of the tree
(in luding the sum of the osts of saving/restoring operations) is minimal.
In order to heuristi ally solve this NP-hard problem, we use an evolutionary
omputation approa h [6℄.In parti ular, we onsider River Formation Dynami s
(RFD) [1012℄. Briey, RFD onsists in simulating how drops transform the
lands ape while they ow down to the sea. Drops erode the ground when they
traverse high de reasing gradients, and they deposit arried sediments in atter
areas. By in reasing/de reasing the altitude of nodes, gradients are modied,
whi h in turn ae ts movements of subsequent drops. Eventually, formed dereasing gradients will depi t paths from the point/s where it rains to the sea.
Sin e drop movements are driven by the dieren e of some values (in parti ular,
node altitudes) rather than on these values themselves, RFD an be seen as a
gradient-oriented version of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [4℄. However, there
are other important dieren es between RFD and ACO (see [11, 12℄ for details).
In parti ular, gradients impli itly avoid that drops get onfused following lo al
y les (it is impossible that a path from A to A is ever-de reasing), short uts
are qui kly reinfor ed be ause they onne t the same origin/destination as older
paths, but at lower ost (thus, the de reasing gradient is immediately higher and
edges in the short ut are immediately preferable in average), and the sediment
pro ess provides a fo alized way to punish wrong paths (if drops get blo ked then
they leave sediments and in rease the node altitude, whi h eventually prevents
other drops from following the same path).
The rest of the paper is stru tured as follows. Next, we formally des ribe the
problem to be solved. In Se tion 3 we introdu e our general heuristi method,
while in Se tion 4 we show how to apply it to our parti ular problem. Afterwards,
in Se tion 5 we report the results obtained in some experiments. Finally, in
Se tion 6 we present our on lusions and some lines of future work.

2 Problem Denition
In this se tion we formally introdu e the problem to be solved as well as some
related notions. Next we introdu e some preliminary notation:

 Given a pair x = (a, b), we assume fst(x) = a and snd(x) = b.
 Given a list l = [x1 , . . . , xn ], we represent by l[i] the i-th element of l,
i.e. l[i] = xi . Besides, length(l) returns the number of elements of l, i.e.
length(l) = n.

We introdu e the formalism used to dene spe i ations, alled Weighted
Finite State Ma hine (WFSM). This is an FSM where the ost of restoring a
previous onguration, as well as the ost of taking ea h transition, are expli itly
denoted.

Denition 1. A Weighted Finite State Ma hine (from now on WFSM) is a tuple
(S, sin , I, O, C, T ) where






S is a nite set of states and sin ∈ S is the initial state.
I and O are the nite sets of input and output a tions, respe tively.
C ∈ IN is the ost of restoring a previously traversed state.
T ⊆ S × S × I × O × IN is the set of transitions. A transition t ∈ T is a
tuple (s1 , s2 , i, o, c) where s1 is the origin state, s2 is the destination state,
i is the input that triggers the transition, o is the output produ ed by the
transition, and c is a positive natural value that represents the ost of the
i/o/c

transition. We write s1 −−−−−→ s2 as a shorthand of (s1 , s2 , i, o, c) ∈ T .
A WFSM is

deterministi if for all s ∈ S and i ∈ I we have
i/o/c

i/o/c

k {s −−−−−→ s′ | ∃ o, c, s′ : s −−−−−→ s′ ∈ T } k ≤ 1

⊓
⊔

We will assume that spe i ations are dened by deterministi WFSMs. From
now on, in all denitions we will assume that a WFSM W = (S, s0 , I, O, C, T ) is
impli itly given.
A tivities of WFSMs will be denoted by load sequen es. Ea h step in a load
sequen e onsists in either taking some WFSM transition or restoring a previously
traversed onguration. The latter a tion will be denoted by a symbol ψ(sk )
in the sequen e meaning that, at the urrent step of the sequen e, we move
from the urrent state to a previously traversed state sk by loading it (instead
of by traversing a tual transitions of the WFSM). The goal of our method will
be nding the heapest load sequen e belonging to the set of all load sequen es
that over some given states and/or transitions. Thus, onstraining the notion
of load sequen e in su h a way that some useless sequen es are dis arded from
s rat h will allow us to redu e the sear hing spa e. In parti ular, a ondition
will be imposed to ban some sequen es that are equivalent, in terms of ost, to
other available sequen es that do fulll the ondition. Sequen es (regardless of
whether they fulll the additional ondition or not) and sequen es that a tually
fulll it will be alled α-load sequen es and load sequen es, respe tively. Later
we will show that onstraining our sear h to sequen es fullling the additional
ondition does not limit the possibility to nd heap sequen es.
t
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Denition 2. An α-load sequen e is a sequen e σ = s1 −−→
s2 . . . sn−1 −
−−−→ sn

t

ik /ok /ck

where, for ea h 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, tk is either ik /ok /ck (if sk −−−−−−−→ sk+1 ∈ T )
or ψ(sj ) (if sj ∈ {s1 , ..., sk } and sk+1 = sj ).
In addition, σ is also a load sequen e if for all s, s′ ∈ S su h that the rst
appearan e of s is before the rst appearan e of s′ (i.e. su h that we have s = si
and s′ = sj for some i < j su h that sk 6= s for all k < i and sl 6= s′ for all l < j )
there do not exist tp and tq with p < q su h that tp = ψ(s) and tq = ψ(s′ ).
The set of all α-load sequen es of a WFSM W is denoted by α-Sequen es(W ).
The set of all load sequen es of W is denoted by Sequen es(W ).
t
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Given σ = s1 −−→
... −
−−−→ sn−1 −
−−−→ sn ∈ α-Sequen es(W ), we onsider

tn−2

t

1
σ − = s1 −−→
... −
−−−→ sn−1 .
Let σ1 , . . . , σn ∈ α-Sequen es(W ) be su h that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n we

ti,1

ti,k

have σi = si,1 −
−−−→ . . . −−−−i−→ si,ki and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 we have
si,ki = si+1,1 . The on atenation of σ1 , . . . , σn , denoted by σ1 ·. . .·σn , is dened as
t1,1

t1,k

t2,1

−1

t2,2

t2,k

tn,k

s1,1 −
−−−→ . . . −−−−1−→ s1,k1 −
−−−→ s2,2 −
−−−→ . . . −−−−2−→ s2,k2 . . . −−−−−n−−→ sn,kn .
⊓
⊔
−1

−1

−1

Clearly, α-Sequen es(W ) ⊂ Sequen es(W ). For instan e, let us onsider
i1 /o1 /c1

i2 /o2 /c2

ψ(s1 )

i3 /o3 /c3

ψ(s2 )

i4 /o4 /c4

σ = s1 −−−−−−−→ s2 −−−−−−−→ s3 −−−−−→ s1 −−−−−−−→ s4 −−−−−→ s2 −−−−−−−→ s5 .
We have σ ∈ α-Sequen es(W ) for some WFSM W , but σ 6∈ Sequen es(W ) (see
states s1 and s2 and the positions of ψ(s1 ) and ψ(s2 ) in σ ). Let us onsider
i5 /o5 /c5

i7 /o7 /c7

i8 /o8 /c8

ψ(s7 )

i9 /o9 /c9

ψ(s6 )

σ ′ = s1 −−−−−−−→ s6 −−−−−−−→ s7 −−−−−−−→ s8 −−−−−→ s7 −−−−−−−→ s10 −−−−−→ s6 .
We have σ ′ ∈ Sequen es(W ) (provided that these transitions also exist in W ).
The ost of a load sequen e is given by the addition of transition osts and
load osts. Note that a state (or transition) an appear several times in a given
load sequen e. There are two possible reasons for this: Either a previous state
is loaded, or an already traversed state/transition is rea hed again by traversing
some transitions. The latter possibility is useful if we want to ome ba k to some
state and we realize that doing it manually (i.e. by taking transitions) is heaper
than a making a load.
t
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Denition 3. Let σ = s1 −−→
... −
−−−→ sn ∈ α-Sequen es(W ). If 1 ≤ k ≤

n − 1 then the

ost of
 tk , denoted by CostTran(tk ), is dened as

ck if tk = ik /ok /ck
C if tk = ψ(sj )
P
of σ , denoted by CostSeq(σ), is dened as n−1
k=1 CostTran(tk ).

CostTran(tk ) =
The

ost

⊓
⊔

Given the α-load sequen e σ onsidered before, we have CostSeq(σ) = c1 +
c2 +C +c3 +C +c4 . Next we show that, by onstraining our sear h to load sequenes (instead of onsidering all α-load sequen es) we do not lose the possibility
to nd sequen es whose ost is under some given upper bound.

Lemma 1. For all σ ∈ α-Sequen es(W ) there exists σ′ ∈ Sequen es(W ) su h

that CostSeq(σ) = CostSeq(σ ′ ).

Proof. Let σ = σ1 · . . . · σn be su h that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n we have σj =
t1,j

tkj ,j

s1,j −
−−−→ . . . −
−−−→ skj ,j , where tkj ,j = ψ(skj ,j ) and for all 1 ≤ l < kj we have
tl,j = il,j /ol,j /cl,j for some il,j , ol,j , cl,j . Let us iteratively onstru t a sequen e
σ ′ from σ as given in the following algorithm:
R := {(s1,j , (σj )− )|2 ≤ j ≤ n};
σ ′ := (σ1 )− ;
stack := a stack with a single member s1,1 ;
while R 6= ∅ do
f irst := top(stack);
while 6 ∃ σ ′′ ((f irst, σ ′′ ) ∈ R) do
stack := pop(stack);
f irst := top(stack);
od
σ ′′ := any σ ′′ such that (f irst, σ ′′ ) ∈ R;
R := R\(f irst, σ ′′ );
last := lastStateOf (σ ′ );
ψ(f irst)

σ ′ := σ ′ · (last −−−−−−−→ f irst) · σ ′′ ;
push in stack all states in σ ′′ that are not already included in stack;
od
return σ ′ ;

Let us see that (a) the previous algorithm always terminates; and (b) σ ′
is su h that σ ′ ∈ Sequen es(W ) and CostSeq(σ) = CostSeq(σ ′ ). In order to

he k (a), let us see that, for ea h round of the outer while, an element is taken
away from R, and R never in reases. Thus, as long as the inner while always
terminates, the outer one will always do so. We onsider the inner while. Let
us he k that, by popping elements from stack , we will eventually nd some σ ′′
su h that (f irst, σ′′ ) ∈ R. By ontradi tion, let us suppose that stack is fully
emptied without nding su h σ ′′ . This means that no element (s, σ ′′ ) ∈ R is su h
that s ∈ stack . For all (s, σ ′′ ) ∈ R, either s has already been traversed by σ ′ or
not. If it does then, sin e all states traversed by σ ′ are eventually introdu ed in
stack but we have s 6∈ stack , then s has been removed from stack before. By
the onstru tion of stack , s is removed from stack only after there are no more
elements (s, σ ′′ ) in R. Thus, for all (s, σ ′′ ) ∈ R, s has not been traversed yet
by σ ′ . However, sin e σ is the result of onne ting all σ ′′ su h that (s, σ ′′ ) ∈ R
with appropriate loads, and loads annot lead to new states, for all σ ′′ in luded
so far in σ ′ there must exist (s, σ ′′′ ) ∈ R su h that s appears in σ ′′ . Therefore,
for some (s, σ ′′ ) ∈ R we have that s has been traversed by σ ′ and we have a
ontradi tion.
tn−1
t1
Next we onsider (b). Let σ ′ = s1 −−→
s2 . . . sn−1 −
−−−→ sm be the sequen e
returned after terminating the algorithm. New loads introdu ed in σ ′ are for ed
to refer to states that are as upper in stack as possible. Thus, no load to a
previously traversed state s is introdu ed in σ ′ until all required loads leading to
states traversed after s are introdu ed. Thus, there annot exist 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m
su h that for all k < i we have sk 6= si , for all l < j we have sl 6= sj , and
there exist j < p < q ≤ n su h that tp = ψ(si ) and tq = ψ(sj ). Hen e, σ ′ ∈
Sequen es(W ). Besides, let us note that σ′ in ludes the same transitions of σ,
⊓
⊔
as well as the same number of loads. Thus, CostSeq(σ) = CostSeq(σ ′ ).
Let us revisit σ . Sin e σ ∈ α-Sequen es(W ), we have σ ′′ ∈ Sequen es(W ) for
i1 /o1 /c1

i2 /o2 /c2

ψ(s2 )

i4 /o4 /c4

ψ(s1 )

i3 /o3 /c3

σ ′′ = s1 −−−−−−−→ s2 −−−−−−−→ s3 −−−−−→ s2 −−−−−−−→ s5 −−−−−→ s1 −−−−−−−→ s4 .
The property CostSeq(σ) = CostSeq(σ ′′ ) trivially holds be ause we traverse the
same transitions and we make the same number of loads.
The ondition imposed to α-load sequen es to be onsidered as load sequenes implies that, in parti ular, load sequen es an be equivalently represented
as trees. A load tree is a tree-like version of a load sequen e, where loads are
represented by bifur ations in the tree. In parti ular, a bifur ation represents
that, after we omplete one of the hoi es appearing at the bifur ation (i.e. after
we omplete the subtree representing this hoi e), we will restore the bifur ation
state and we will go on through another hoi e (another subtree). As in the ase
of sequen es, states and transitions an appear several times in the tree. Sin e
loads are represented only by bifur ations, a repeated appearan e of a state represents that this state is rea hed again by taking some transitions, rather than
by loading.

Denition 4. A load tree is a term t belonging to the language indu ed by the
term Lt in the following E-BNF:
Lt ::= empty|(St, Ch)
Ch ::= [(T r, Lt), ..., (T r, Lt)]
St ::= s1 | . . . |sn
where S = {s1 , . . . , sn }
T r := (i, o, n)
where (i, o, n) ∈ I × O × IN

su h that, if t follows the form t = (st, [(tr1 , child1 ), ..., (trn , childn )]), then for
trk
all 1 ≤ k ≤ n the onditions childk 6= empty and st −
−−−
→ fst(childk ) ∈ T must
hold.
The set of all load trees for a WFSM W is denoted by Trees(W ).
⊓
⊔

Next we formally dene the ost of a load tree t = (root, children). In the
next denition, the term C · (n − 1) represents the ost spent in restoring the
state root in t: Assuming t has n hildren, n− 1 loads are ne essary to ome ba k
from the last state visited by ea h hild to root. In the next re ursive denition,
the an hor ase is rea hed when the list of hildren is empty i.e. when we have
t = (root, [ ]) (note that, in this ase, no re ursive alls are made).

Denition 5. Given a tree t = (root, children), the ost of t, denoted by
CostTree(t), is dened as
CostTree(t) =


n 
X
CostTran(fst(children[k]))+
+ C · (n − 1)
CostTree(snd(children[k]))

k=1

where n = length(children).

⊓
⊔

We dene a boolean predi ate σ ⊲ t returning true if the sequen e σ orresponds to the tree t, that is, if σ ould be a sequential realization of the plan
des ribed by t. Intuitively, the sequen e must be one of the possible preorder

traversals of the tree. More te hni ally, in order to ompare the sequen e σ and
the tree t, we transform σ into a tree and next we ompare the resulting tree
with t. In order to reate a tree from a sequen e σ , we set the rst state s1 of
the sequen e as the root of the tree. Then, we split the rest of the sequen e into
subsequen es, dividing them at the pla es where we load s1 . Next we re ursively
onstru t the tree of ea h of these subsequen es, and returned trees are taken
as hildren of t. In fun tions reateSeq and reateSeq given in the next denition, an hor ases are again rea hed when the target tree has no hildren.
Besides, note that, in fun tion reateSeq, the term σ − denotes that the last
step of the sequen e is removed. This step is the last load to root, so this load
in unne essary.

Denition 6. Let t1 = (root1 , children1 ) and t2 = (root1 , children2 ) with

t1 , t2 ∈ Trees(W ). Let n1 = length(children1 ) and n2 = length(children2 ).
We say that t1 and t2 are equivalent, denoted by t1 ≡T t2 , if
 root1 = root2 ,
 n1 = n2 ,
 There exists a bije tion f : [1..n1 ] −→ [1..n2 ] su h that, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 ,
we have fst(children1 [i]) = fst(children2 [f (i)]) (i.e. transitions leading to
ea h hildren oin ide) and snd(children1 [i]) ≡T snd(children2 [f (i)]) (i.e.
subtrees are equivalent).

Let σ = σ1 · . . . · σn ∈ Sequen es(W ) be su h that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have
t1,i

tk

,i

σi = s1 −
−−−→ . . . −
−−i−→ s1 , where tki ,i = ψ(s1 ) and for all 1 ≤ j < ki we have
tj,i 6= ψ(s1 ). The tree of σ , denoted by reateTree(σ), is dened as

reateTree(σ) = (s1 , [(t1,1, , reateTree(σ1 )), ..., (t1,n , reateTree(σn ))])
Let σ ∈ Sequen es(W ) and t ∈ Trees(W ). We say that σ orresponds to t,
denoted by σ ⊲ t, if reateTree(σ) ≡T t.
The set of sequen es of a tree t = (root, children), denoted by reateSeq(t),
is dened as


σ = σf (1) · . . . · σf (n) ∧ n = length(children) ∧






f : [1..n] −→ [1..n] is a bijective function ∧




− ∀1 ≤i ≤ n:
reateSeq(t) = σ
!


fst(children[i])
ψ(root)



σi = root −
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σi′ −−−−−−−→ root ∧ 




σi′ ∈ reateSeq(snd(children[i]))
⊓
⊔

Lemma 2. We have the following properties:
 reateSeq(t) = {σ|σ ⊲ t}
 for all σ, σ′ ∈ reateSeq(t) we have CostSeq(σ) = CostSeq(σ′ ) = CostTree(t).
⊓
⊔

The previous result guarantees that, if we want to nd the heapest load
sequen e for a given WFSM, then we an on entrate on sear hing the equivalent
heapest load tree. Given su h heapest tree t, the load sequen e to be used an
be any sequen e σ su h that σ ∈ reateSeq(t).
Next we dene the target problem of this paper.

Denition 7. Given a WFSM W = (S, s0 , I, O, C, T ), some sets S ′ ⊆ S and
T ′ ⊆ T , and a natural number K ∈ IN, the Minimum Load Sequen e problem,
denoted by MLS, is stated as follows: Is there a load sequen e σ ∈ Sequen es(W )
su h that CostSeq(σ) ≤ K and, for all s ∈ S ′ and t ∈ T ′ , s′ and t′ appear
in σ ?
⊓
⊔
As far as we are on erned, MLS has not been studied before in the literature.
Thus, before des ribing our heuristi method to solve it, we prove that it is an
NP- omplete problem.

Theorem 1. MLS ∈ NP- omplete.

Proof. Given a sequen e σ, we an easily ompute CostSeq(σ) (and ompare

it with K ) in polynomial time with respe t to W , S ′ , T ′ , and K , so we have
MLS ∈ NP. In order to prove MLS ∈ NP- omplete, we polynomially redu e an
NP- omplete problem to MLS. Let us onsider the Hamiltonian Path problem in
dire ted graphs, whi h is stated as follows: Given a dire ted graph G (without
osts asso iated to transitions), nd a path traversing all nodes exa tly on e. Let
G = (V, E) (where V and E denote the sets of vertexes and edges, respe tively,
and we suppose n = |V|) represent an instan e of the Hamiltonian Path problem.
We onstru t n instan es of MLS from G as follows. Let W1 , . . . , Wn be WFSMs
where, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have Wi = (S, si , I, O, C, T ) (note that, for all
Wi , we have the same values for all tuple omponents but the initial state, si ).
Sets S and T , that is, sets of states and transitions of all onsidered WFSMs,
literally opy the form dened by V and E in G . In addition, inputs and outputs
labeling transitions in T are dened in su h a way that the resulting WFSM is
deterministi : We onsider I = {i1, . . . , in} for some input symbols i1 , . . . , in ,
O = {o1 , . . . , in } for some output symbols o1 , . . . , on , and, for all s ∈ S , all
transitions leaving s are labeled by a dierent input/output pair ij /oj . The ost
of all transition t ∈ T is set to 1, and the load ost C is equal to n. For ea h Wi ,
its initial state si is set to a dierent state in S (thus, for all s ∈ S there is some
1 ≤ j ≤ n su h that the initial state of Wj is s). In addition, let S ′ ⊆ S and
T ′ ⊆ T be dened as S ′ = S and T ′ = ∅, and let K = n − 1. Sin e ea h Wi an
be onstru ted from G in polynomial time, onstru ting MLS problem instan es
(W1 , S ′ , T ′ , K), . . ., (Wn , S ′ , T ′ , K) from G requires polynomial time. Let us see
that the answer of the Hamiltonian Path problem for G is yes i there exists
1 ≤ i ≤ n su h that the answer of MLS to Wi , S ′ , T ′ , K is yes. Let us onsider
the impli ation from left to right. Let σ be a hamiltonian path for G and Wi
be the WFSM su h that its initial state is the initial state of σ . We have that σ
is a load sequen e for Wi , σ overs all states and transitions in S ′ and T ′ , and
CostSeq(σ) = n − 1 = K . Now, let us onsider the impli ation from right to left.
If (a) σ is a load sequen e for some Wi ; (b) σ overs all states and transitions in

S ′ and T ′ ; and ( ) CostSeq(σ) ≤ K = n−1, then there is no load in σ (otherwise
we would have CostSeq(σ) > K ). Sin e all n states of S ′ are overed by σ , σ
must take at least n − 1 transitions. Note that the ost of all transitions is 1.
Thus, CostSeq(σ) ≤ n − 1 implies that σ traverses exa tly n − 1 transitions. If
σ traverses n dierent states in n − 1 transitions then no state is traversed more
than on e in σ . Thus, σ is a hamiltonian path for G .
⊓
⊔

3 Brief Introdu tion to River Formation Dynami s
In this se tion we briey introdu e the basi stru ture of River Formation Dynami s (RFD) (for further details, see [10, 12℄). Given a working graph, we asso iate
altitude values to nodes. Drops erode the ground (they redu e the altitude of nodes) or deposit the sediment (in rease it) as they move. The probability of the
drop to take a given edge instead of others is proportional to the gradient of
the down slope in the edge, whi h in turn depends on the dieren e of altitudes
between both nodes and the distan e (i.e. the ost of the edge). At the beginning,
a at environment is provided, that is, all nodes have the same altitude. The
ex eption is the destination node, whi h is a hole (the sea). Drops are unleashed
at the origin node/s, and they spread around the at environment until some
of them fall in the destination node. This erodes adja ent nodes, whi h reates
new down slopes, and in this way the erosion pro ess is propagated. New drops
are inserted in the origin node/s to transform paths and reinfor e the erosion of
promising paths. After some steps, good paths from the origin/s to the destination are found. These paths are given in the form of sequen es of de reasing
edges from the origin to the destination. Several improvements are applied to
this basi general s heme (see [10, 12℄).
Compared to a related well-known evolutionary omputation method, Ant
Colony Optimization, RFD provides some advantages that were briey outlined
in the introdu tion. On the one hand, lo al y les are not reated and reinfored be ause they would imply an ever de reasing y le, whi h is ontradi tory.
Though ants usually take into a ount their past path to avoid repeating nodes,
they annot avoid to be led by pheromone trails through some edges in su h a
way that a node must be repeated in the next step1 . However, altitudes annot
lead drops to these situations. Moreover, sin e drops do not have to worry about
following y les, in general drops do not need to be endowed with memory of
previous movements, whi h releases some omputational memory and redu es
some exe ution time. On the other hand, when a shorter path is found in RFD,
the subsequent reinfor ement of the path is fast: Sin e the same origin and destination are on erned in both the old and the new path, the dieren e of altitude
is the same but the distan e is dierent. Hen e, the edges of the shorter path
ne essarily have higher down slopes and are immediately preferred (in average)
by subsequent drops. Finally, the erosion pro ess provides a method to avoid
ine ient solutions be ause sediments tend to be umulated in blind alleys (in
our ase, in valleys). These nodes are lled until eventually their altitude mat hes
adja ent nodes, i.e., the valley disappears. This diers from typi al methods to
redu e pheromone trails in ACO: Usually, the trails of all edges are periodi ally
redu ed at the same rate. On the ontrary, RFD intrinsi ally provides a fo used
punishment of bad paths where, in parti ular, those nodes blo king alternative
paths are modied.
1

Usually, this implies either to repeat a node or to kill the ant. In both ases, the last
movements of the ant were useless.

4 Applying RFD to Solve MLS
In this se tion we show how the general RFD s heme, des ribed in the previous
se tion, is adapted to solve MLS. First, let us note that our goal will be onstru ting load trees where the root is the initial state of the given WFSM. In terms
of RFD, we will make this node be the nal goal of all drops, i.e. the sea. In
order to make drops go in this dire tion, ea h transition of the WFSM will be
represented in the working graph of RFD by an edge leading to the opposite
dire tion. Thus, nal trees onstru ted by RFD will have to be inverted in order
to onstitute valid MLS solutions. Besides, sin e solutions onsist in paths overing some ongurations, a modi ation must be introdu ed to avoid drops skip
some required steps. Let us suppose that we have to over nodes A, B , and C
and the optimal path is A →
− B→
− C . If this path were formed by RFD then
the altitudes xA , xB , xC of these nodes would be su h that xA > xB > xC . Let
us suppose there also exists an edge A →
− C . Then, edges will tend to prefer
going dire tly from A to C , whi h is not optimal be ause then B is not overed. To avoid this problem, a node will be inserted at ea h edge. In parti ular,
going from A to C will a tually imply going from A to a new node ac and next
going from ac to C . Sin e this hoi e provides an un omplete overing, drops
following this path will not be su essful and the erosion in this path will be
low. Thus, the altitude of ac will remain high and hen e taking A →
− B→
− C
(in fa t, A →
− ab →
− B→
− bc →
− C ) will be preferable for drops. These additional
nodes will be alled barrier nodes. In terms of MLS, barrier nodes will represent
WFSM transitions, while standard nodes will represent WFSM states. During the
exe ution of RFD, new drops will be introdu ed in nodes representing riti al
states and transitions (i.e. it rains in these nodes). After exe uting RFD for some
time, a solution tree will be onstru ted by taking, for ea h riti al node, the
path leading to the sea through the highest available de reasing gradient. This
poli y guarantees that the subgraph depi ted by these paths is a tree indeed; if
it were not a tree, for some node N two outgoing edges would be in luded in the
subgraph. This is not possible be ause only the edge having the highest gradient
is taken.
Let us note that load trees may in lude repeated states. In parti ular, a
repeated state denotes that we return to a previously traversed state by taking
transitions instead of by loading (a load is simply represented by a bifur ation).
Thus, solutions onstru ted by RFD must be able to in lude repetitions as well.
If repetitions are represented by a tually making drops pass more than on e
through the same node in the working graph (and, perhaps, leaving it through
a dierent edge ea h time), then formed solutions will not be stable: In the long
term, only one of the edges leaving ea h node would be reinfor ed by drops, and
thus only this edge would prevail. This argument applies to similar methods, su h
as ACO: In the long term, only one hoi e would be reinfor ed by ants. In RFD,
there is an additional reason for needing an alternative way to denote repetitions:
The formation of gradients impli itly makes RFD avoid following a path from a
node to itself. Thus, the general RFD s heme must be adapted. In parti ular, the
working graph of RFD will be modied. One possibility onsists in introdu ing
several instan es of ea h state in the graph, so that ea h instan e an have its
own altitude. In this ase, paths formed by RFD ould go from an instan e of
a node to another instan e of the same node, and these paths would expli itly
denote not only state repetitions, but also when states must be repeated. Let us
note that nodes may be repeated more than twi e in a load tree, so this solution
would for e us to strongly in rease the number of nodes of the working graph.
Instead, an alternative solution will be applied. Let us note that the purpose of

repeating some nodes through transitions (i.e. not by using loads) is rea hing
some state or transition that has not been traversed before. In parti ular, we will
never load right after traversing some repeated states and transitions: Dire tly
loading, instead of traversing some repeated states and transitions and next
loading, would have the same ee t in terms of overing target entities, but at a
lower ost (re all that the load ost C does not depend on the urrent state or
the state to be loaded). Thus, our onstru tion does not need to repeat states or
transitions; it just needs to be able to rea h the destinations we ould rea h if
states or transitions ould be repeated.
In order to allow this, additional edges onne ting ea h state with the rest
of states through the shortest available path will be added to the graph. Let us
suppose that we wish to go from A to an (unvisited) riti al node B , and the
heapest way to do it is traversing some (repeated and/or not riti al) nodes and
transitions N1 →
− ... →
− Nm and next taking a transition from node Nm to B .
Rather than doing this, we will take a single dire t transition from A to B whose
ost will be the addition of osts of transitions A →
− N1 →
− ... →
− Nm →
− B.
Te hni ally, no state or transition will be repeated in the working graph of RFD
by taking this dire t edge. Let us note that, if some states or transitions in the
sequen e N1 →
− ... →
− Nm were riti al and unvisited, then we ould take either
this dire t edge (and ount traversed riti al ongurations) or some standard
transitions to traverse the required ongurations ( ombined with other dire t
edges to skip repeated parts). Let us note that there is no reason to take a
dire t edge more than on e: Sin e the goal of repeating nodes is rea hing a new
onguration, we an take the dire t edge leading to that onguration (whi h,
obviously, has not been taken yet).
The previous idea must be rened to deal with some parti ular situations. In
fa t, a dire t edge will not onne t an origin state A with a destination state B .
Instead, a dierent dire t edge will be added to onne t A with ea h (standard)
edge leading to B . Thus, in our previous example, some dire t edge will onne t
A with a node representing the transition onne ting Nm and B (rather than
dire tly onne ting A with B ). As we said before, edges are represented by
barrier nodes. Thus, the dire t edge will onne t the origin edge with the barrier
node representing su h transition. The reason for this is the following: Let us
suppose that the edge onne ting Nm with B is unvisited and riti al, but Nm
was visited before. This implies that the edge we used to leave Nm before was not
the one leading to B . How an be rea h and take the transition from Nm to B ?
On the one hand, sin e Nm has already been visited, taking the dire t transition
onne ting A with Nm would imply following a loop, whi h is impli itly avoided
by RFD. On the other hand, taking a dire t transition from A to B would allow
to impli itly over the transition from Nm and B only if this transition were
in luded in the shortest path from A to B . In order to over the transition
from Nm to B without a tually repeating Nm in our graph, we will use a dire t
edge from A to the edge between Nm and B . Let us note that using only this
alternative notion of dire t edge (that is, not onsidering dire t edges leading
to states) does not disable our rst example in previous paragraph: If the goal
is not overing the edge between Nm and B but overing B itself, then we an
take the dire t edge leading to the transition onne ting Nm and B , and next
move to B (the edge between Nm and B is ne essarily unvisited; otherwise, B
would have already been visited before).
In order to ompute the ost of these additional edges, before laun hing RFD
we will exe ute the Floyd algorithm for the graph representing our WFSM. Given
a graph, the Floyd algorithm nds the shortest paths onne ting ea h pair of

nodes. After obtaining these shortest paths, for ea h pair of nodes A an B we
will do as follows. Let us suppose that the (standard) transitions leading to B
i1 /o1 /c1

im /om /cm

are N1 −−−−−−−→ B , . . ., Nm −
−−−−−−−−→ B . Let us suppose that, a ording
to Floyd algorithm, the shortest path from A to Ni has c′i ost. Then, for all
1 ≤ j ≤ m, the dire t edge from A to the barrier node representing the transition
ij /oj /cj

Nj −−−−−−−→ B is given a ost c′j + (cj /2). Sin e the transition onne ting this
barrier node with B will have ost cj /2, the total ost of moving from A to B
through Nj will be c′j + cj , as expe ted.
In order to (impli itly) allow repetitions, adding dire t transitions is, in general, a better hoi e than adding several instan es of ea h node. Let us note that
if we have to repeat some nodes to rea h X then there is no reason for not taking
the shortest path to X . Making an evolutionary omputation method, su h as
RFD, nd these shortest paths in a graph with several instan es of ea h node
is ine ient be ause the Floyd algorithm optimally solves this problem in polynomial time. Thus, adding dire t transitions is a good hoi e unless repeating
nodes is rarely preferable (e.g. this ould be the ase if the load ost C is very
low). In this ase, running the Floyd algorithm before exe uting RFD ould be
almost a waste of time. Alternatively, we an bound the exe ution of the Floyd
algorithm in su h a way that we do not onsider any dire t edge whose ost is
already known to be higher than C (in this ase loading is better, so all dire t
transitions osting more than C an be ignored).
The se ond main modi ation of the general RFD s heme on erns load
osts. The general RFD s heme does not in lude any negative in entive to form
bifur ation points, i.e. points where two or more ows join together. However, a
negative in entive should be in luded be ause these points will represent loads
in our solutions, whi h imply some additional ost. Negative in entives should
be proportional to the load ost, in su h a way that loads are preferred only
if repeating nodes is more expensive than loading. We onsider the following
in entive approa h. Let us suppose that a drop an take an edge onne ting its
urrent node to a node N where some drop has already moved this turn. Note
that moving to N would imply that the hypotheti al solution formed by both
drops would in lude a load at N . We will bias the per eption of drops in su h
a way that, when the drop makes the (probabilisti ) de ision of where to move
next, it will per eive as if the edge leading to N were C units longer than it
a tually is, where C is the load ost. Sin e the han es to take a path depend
on the gradient, whi h in turn depends on the edge ost, this will redu e the
probability to go to N . In fa t, the drop will hoose to go to N only if it is
a good hoi e despite of the additional ost. Moreover, the erosion introdu ed
after the drop moves to N , whi h in turn also depends on the edge gradient, will
be al ulated as if the edge ost were C units longer.

5 Experimental Results
In this se tion we apply our method to empiri ally nd good load trees for
some WFSMs. Our experiments have two goals: (a) showing that being able to
load previously traversed states may allow to redu e the time needed to over
some states and transitions; and (b) showing that solutions provided by our
heuristi method are good enough though not being optimal. Regarding (a),
we ompare the time required to over some riti al ongurations in the ases
where load operations are allowed and not allowed. This omparison is made
for three load ost assumptions: the load ost is similar to the ost of taking

a few edges (so loading is usually preferable); the load ost is a bit less than
the ost of the shortest path between two distant nodes (so loading is seldom
preferable); and an intermediate point. In the alternative ase where we annot
restore ongurations, we assume that a reliable reset button is available, whi h
is a typi al assumption in testing methods. Thus, we a tually assume we an
only restore the initial state of the WFSM. An adapted version of RFD is also
used to nd solutions in this alternative ase. Regarding (b), we ompare the
performan e and optimality of results given by our method with those given by
a bran h and bound (B&B) strategy.
All experiments were performed in an Intel T2400 pro essor with 1.83 Ghz.
RFD was exe uted fty times for ea h of the graphs during ve minutes, while
the B&B method was exe uted (only on e) during one hour (note that B&B is
deterministi , so running it more times is pointless). For ea h method, Table 1
summarizes the best solution found (best), the arithmeti mean (average), the
varian e, and the best solution found for the alternative ase where we annot
load any state dierent to the initial state (reset).
In Table 1, symbol '' denotes a non-appli able ase. The input of both
algorithms are randomly generated graphs with 50, 100 and 200 nodes where
the ost of edges is between 0 and 100. In the ase that the graphs are sparse
(X), ea h node is onne ted with 2-5 nodes. However, when the graphs are dense
(x), ea h node is onne ted with the 80% of the nodes. We present the results
when the load ost is relatively heap (20), when the load ost is medium (100)
and when the load ost is high (1000) with respe t to the ost of an edge of the
WFSM. Furthermore, the ost asso iated to a reset of the system is set to 100,
that is, the average ost of traversing two edges in the WFSM.
As we an see in Table 1, being able to load previously traversed states
redu es the time needed to over all the riti al points in sparse graphs (see
olumns Best and Reset). Let us noti e that in the ase of dense graphs it is
relatively easy to nd paths overing all the riti al points without requiring any
load or reset. Thus, olumns Best and Reset are nearly equal. However, in the
ase of sparse graphs (i.e. in the most frequent pra ti al ase) the advantages
are obvious: In nearly all the ases the olumn Best outperforms the olumn
Reset. As it an be expe ted, in the ases where the load ost is not very high,
the dieren e is even bigger. Thus, heaper testing plans an be obtained when
load operations are available.
Regarding the quality of the solutions found by RFD, we must analyze the
dieren es between RFD and B&B rows. Let us remind that RFD was exe uted
during only ve minutes while the B&B strategy was running during one hour.
Anyway, the results obtained by RFD are always better than those of B&B.
In fa t, though B&B an eventually nd the optimal solution, the performan e
of RFD and B&B for similar exe ution times is in omparable: Even if we exeute B&B for mu h longer times than RFD, solutions found by RFD learly
outperform those given by B&B.

6 Con lusions and Future Work
In this paper we have studied a testing s enario where we an opy and restore
previously traversed ongurations of the IUT at some ost. Being able to opy
and restore omplete state representations of the IUT is possible when the IUT
is a software system. Beyond this requirement, the pra ti al appli ability of su h
feature requires that, in addition, operations performed by the IUT are timeexpensive but the memory used by it is, in omparison, not so high. In this ase,
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Best Average Varian e Reset
1724
2611
411299 6494
2036
13257
2380
3499
121251 6248
2895
7142
4062
4401
45120
3482
7306
8918
3678
4118
51470 17569
12670
14982
4054
4669
276078 8775
12830
14982
5429
5793
45082
5429
14630
14982
5573
6756
530882 25266
32819
69656
7653
8260
73943 12670
33219
69656
18198 19524 1168366 18198
37719
69656
265
288
164
296
566
566
244
270
141
244
580
580
242
273
107
242
580
580
246
278
616
246
607
607
245
284
1090
245
607
607
242
262
86
242
607
607
300
336
293
300
367
367
297
347
583
297
367
367
277
336
685
277
367
367

Summary of results.

using load/restore operations allows to redu e the time needed to over some
given riti al IUT ongurations, be ause loading will often be heaper than
repeating some already traversed path. We have shown that nding optimal
plans to intera t with the IUT for this parti ular testing ase is an NP-hard
problem, so an heuristi approa h is required to nd good test sequen es (in
parti ular, good test trees). Thus, in order to solve this problem, we have applied
an evolutionary omputation approa h, in parti ular River Formation Dynami s.
Experimental results show that (a) loading is a good hoi e even in s enarios
where the ost of loading is not parti ularly low; and (b) the river formation
dynami s implementation provides a good tradeo between (partial) optimality
of results and the time needed to a hieve them.
As future work, we wish to apply another evolutionary omputation approa h, Ant Colony Optimization, to this problem. RFD and ACO have already
been ompared in the ontext of other NP-hard problems, but the performan e

of both methods to solve MLS should be studied. Previous studies show that
RFD ts parti ularly well for problems onsisting in forming a kind of overing
tree [11, 12℄, though an hybrid RFD-ACO approa h ould outperform the results
provided by ea h method if we were able to take the best parts of both methods.
Besides, we wish to generalize our method to the ase where extended nite state
ma hines are onsidered. In parti ular, RFD adaptations onsidered in [12℄ show
that RFD an deal with variables without ne essarily unfolding FSM states into
all ombinations of (variable value, state). Thus, the apability of our method
to a tually deal with EFSMs should be studied.
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